
EFFECTIVE & RELIABLE SOLUTION 

FOR WAYSIDE LUBRICATION 
A bespoke grease refill system made for wayside lubrication
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When it comes to maintaining and extending the life of railway tracks and train wheels, a robust Wayside 
Lubrication System is required. The JSG Wayside Grease Re-fill Unit ensures that Wayside Lubrication 
Units have sufficient amount of grease delivered in an easy, fast and reliable way.

This versatile unit can be used with rail-road vehicles or road only vehicles, reducing the time spent on 
refilling and minimising disruptions to the rail network.
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Wayside Lubrication Management 

The Wayside Lubrication System must be free of contaminants in order to 
work effectively. This can be a major challenge when refilling the Wayside 
lubrication unit manually. 

JSG Wayside Grease Re-fill Unit utilises a secured and automated process to 
ensure a cleaner transfer of grease.

� Compatible with JSG Wayside Systems

� Universal design that can be used with various types of

Wayside systems

� Fast grease transfer using flush-face connecting couplers

� Requires less manual handling to operate

� Easy to transport and use on-site

� No additional material handling equipment is required

� The Re-fill Unit is provisioned to accommodate two 180KG (205L)

sized standard grease drums

� Built on galvanised steel frame to ensure durability

The JSG Wayside Grease Re-fill Unit is proudly assembled at JSG’s assembly plant in Sydney. JSG Industrial Systems uses advanced 
technology and high-quality components manufactured in the United States and Europe by leading brands such as SKF/ Lincoln and Flomax. 
This ensures that the Wayside System and Re-fill Unit are purpose-built to suit the client’s needs.
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